
1.  If you have medical insurance: 
 a.  Inform your agent/employer of your planned surgery.
 b.  Call us for any information you may need for your insurance.
 c.  Get a written approval if possible from your insurance company.

2.  Call us to arrange for your hospital bookings as soon as you have decided on a surgical date.
 
3.  If you have any medical conditions you should get clearance from your treating physician of your 

planned anesthesia and surgery.

4. Inform us of all your medical conditions and current medications.
 
5.  Consult Dr. Wu again about your surgery, especially if you have any questions at all.

6.  We will arrange a 1-hour preparatory session with you for:
   a. Signing of consents (for the hospital and Dr. Wu) for your surgery 
 b. Documentation (photos, x-rays and function scan study) of your  

 feet condition for future reference.
 c. Instructions for crutches, exercises, post-surgical shoes and others.
	 d.	Always	try	to	bring	in	your	insurance	claim	form(s)	for	us	to	fill						

 in now, not after surgery.
 e. Answer any questions you may have.

7.  While most patients have preferred general anesthesia in the past, 
 but you can also consider the spinal anesthesia option.

8.  Hospital stay is usually 1-2 nights.

9.  If you are taking Aspirin or Chinese herbal medicine, you need to stop 
taking them for one week before your surgery.

10.  Familiarize yourself with the following post-surgical exercises. 
 (1) Holding big toe as far back (~ 90°) as possible. (Fig. 1) 
		 (2)	Rocking	big	toe	back	and	forth	slowly	but	firmly.	(Fig.	1)	
 (3) Your big toe pushing against your hand. (Fig. 2)
 
11.  About your special post-surgical shoes (Fig. 3):
 a) They are for outdoor use mainly, to help keep your foot-cast clean.
 b) Always wear them as comfortably tight as possible.
 c) Practice walking with them and crutches before your surgery. 

12.  On the day of surgery:                                                                                              Figure 3
	 a.	No	food	or	fluid	(except	for	taking	your	medications)	for	at	least	6	hours	before	your		 	

    scheduled surgical time. 
 b. Arrive hospital at least 2 hours before your surgical time. 
 c. Bring your medications, special shoes, crutches and personal items (underwear etc).

If you have any questions regarding your surgery or other related matters, please contact us at 
2525-5035.
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You have received Dr. Wu's unique non-bone-breaking bunion surgery and hope you are recovering 
well.  However, to ensure a speedy and uneventful recovery please be advised of the following.

1)		 Moderate	pain	at	rest	can	be	expected	for	the	first	1-2	days,	but	little	afterwards.	

2)		 Walking	is	allowed	any	time	after	surgery	but	can	cause	more	pain	for	the	first	week.	

3)  Any sustained, increasing and severe pain at any time is abnormal and must be reported.

4)  Twitching type of pain around the wounds is normal.

5)   Your following cooperation is important
 a) To help reduce swelling of your foot/feet for comfort and healing
   (i)  Raise your foot/feet and at horizontal level whenever possible.
   (ii) Wiggle your toes and feet frequently.
               (iii) Minimal swelling is necessary to make for your foot cast in you next visit

 b) Therapeutic exercises of your big toe(s) for minimal 3 minutes 
every 30 minutes

   (1) Holding big toe as far back as possible without causing too   
    much pain. (Fig.1)
	 	 	 (2)	Gentle	rocking	of	your	big	toe	slowly	but	firmly.	(Fig.1)
   (3) Your big toe press hard against your hand and hold. (Fig.2)
 
6)   Keep your wounds dry by using the special plastic cover for shower.

7)  Wound dressing-change or inspection in not necessary unless if 
 anytime they become wet or painful. 

8)  Apply your bruise reduction gel 2 - 3 times daily only if necessary. 

9)  About standing: 
 a) Avoid prolonged standing to help minimize swelling and pain. 
 b) Standing posture is straight, tall and relaxed.
 c) Put all your body weight evenly on your feet. 

10) About walking:
      a) Always wear your surgical shoes for protection and comfort. 
 b) Use whole foot, avoid walking only on the outside border and heel.
						c)	Your	new	way	of	walking	for	the	next	3	months	will	be	what	we	call	a	flat	foot	gait	
which       means you need to pick up your foot instead of rolling it over to take next step.
    d) Always wear your surgical shoes comfortably tight.

11)  Use your pain medicine whenever needed but unabating pain must be reported to us.

12)	Call	us	to	arrange	your	first	appointment	after	surgery.	

13)  If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us at 2525-5035 or 
 Dr. Wu at 9199-0809.
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It is now about 10 days after surgery, your wounds should have mostly healed but 
not the all-important new ligament yet.  For now, all the correction of your big toe 
alignment relies entirely on the integrity of its internal holding sutures until the new 
ligament	is	formed	in	about	3	months'	time.		For	the	first	month	after	surgery,	you	
should rest your feet at home as much as possible to facilitate formation of the new 
ligamnet.  "Walking at a strolling pace only!"

1) About your wound 
 a)  They need no more dressing. 
 b)  Notify us if there is any increasing in pain of your wound(s). 

2) About your obligatory cooperation
 a)  Continue elevation of your feet whenever possible for 3 more weeks 
 b)  Continue your big-toe exercises until it can be bent back for 90°.  Your    
          current movement is about __________. 

3) About your new forefoot cast
  a)  Always wear them. (Fig.1)
     b)  If the cast becomes loose due to further reduction of swelling, then wear a
          layer of sock underneath for comfort and more protection.

4) About standing and walking 
 a)  The less you walk the easier it is for your body to form the new ligament,  
	 	 especially	during	the	first	month.	
 b)  Always walk slowly to protect your feet by minimizing their impact against the 

  ground.
 c)  Prolonged standing can still cause swelling. 
 d)  Use crutches for the minimal outdoor walking that you have to do.
 e)  Taking MTR in HK requires always too much walking and is not advisable.
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Hope you have given your feet as much rest as they deserved for the past first 
month after surgery and also hope it was not as difficult as you had feared.  You 
can expect your feet to feel better still with time.  You can be reassured that the 
brand new ligament will be formed in another two months as long as you continue to 
cooperate with your body to do so.  The following is what you should expect of your 
progress.

1) What may your cast be like? 
 a)  Slightly loose due to further reduction in swelling.
 b)  Wear a layer of sock underneath to help tighten it.
    c)  Pull your cast back up on the foot to tighten it.
    d)  Should be changed if it becomes too loose.
    e)  If dirty and removable, can be washed and dried overnight.

2) What should your great toe extension movement be by now? 

 a) > 80º and yours is about _____________. 
 b) Stiffness can be due to persistent swelling, lack of exercise, severity of your 
  original deformity and wrong exercise technique. 
 c)  Do your exercises with more force and more frequently if necessary.
    d) Exercise will not damage your surgery, but only too much and too fast        
        walking.

3) Can I walk more now? 
 a)  Yes, but no more than 5,000 steps a day, most patients average no more 
         than 3,000 steps a day and the less the better for your feet. 
    b)  Only walking at a strolling pace to help reduce impact of foot against the  
         ground and avoid damage to your surgery.
 c)  Taking MTR is still considered too much walking for your feet and not  
         recommended.
 d)  Use crutch(s) for outdoor and long distance walking.

  4) Additional exercise? 
 a)  You should have been taught how to do your new big toe strengthening  
         exercise. 
    b)  If you can to do it frequently, then no physiotherapy is needed.

If you have any queries or concerns about your foot condition, please feel free to 
bring them to our attention.
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#5

Life in the third month after surgery will continue to be better for you and 
your feet.  It will be easier for you to walk more and faster.  But this is 
when	and	why	your	surgery	can	still	be	damaged.		We	are	confident	that	
the critical ligament growth is well under way but still needs more time.  
Your cooperation is still critical and we advise:
  
1) Again, the ideal average daily walking is about 3,000 steps and the 

maximum is 5,000.  But the general principle is still the less walking 
you do the easier for your body to form this brand new ligamnet better.  
Also always walk only at a strolling pace.

 
2) Stand and walk less if your feet are still swollen or tend to swell.

3) Your big toe joints movements are now __________ and you can do 
less/should do more of the toe movement exercises.

4) Continue doing Dr. Wu's big-toe standing exercise to prepare your feet 
for normal walking in one month's time.

5)  If your X-ray revealed increased space between the 1st and 2nd 
metatarsal bones, it means you have walked probably too much and/
or too fast for the past month.  You need to walk less and slower this 
month	to	ensure	a	fine	finish.

6)   Still wear your cast(s) at all time.

6)  Your next appointment is on _____________________.
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Hoping you had three uneventful months. You may now gradually return to 
normal	walking	with	the	following	advices	to	ensure	a	happy	finish.

1) The word “gradually” is especially important for you to take notice 
because there is no way of knowing or checking how strong your new 
ligament is now.  It is advisable for you to increase your daily walking 
gradually by about 1,000 steps every week at normal pace.  Absolutely no 
fast walking yet, i.e. faster than others on the street!

2) To help protect your new ligament from loosening and bones from stress 
fracture, wear your special shoe inserts for outdoor walking.  In addition, 
you can also bind your forefoot very tightly with our paper tape for the 
next two weeks. 

3) Sneakers and trainers are the most comfortable and preferred footwear 
for now or any laced shoes with soft material and thick sole that can 
accommodate your shoe inserts.

4) To protect your bones and new ligament, it is also important to continue 
your big-toe standing and walking exercises as instructed by Dr. Wu.

5) Our surgery can help restore normal function of your feet but exercises 
are equally important.  Are you doing them diligently?

6) Should you suffer stress fracture in your foot you will know by having 
sudden onset of pain and swelling, usually around the scar on the back of 
your foot. 

7) If stress fracture is suspected, put your foot cast back on and contact us 
as soon as possible.  Stress fracture is usually treated in your same cast 
for another 6 weeks or longer.

8) Only after the fourth month, it will be safe to resume unlimited normal 
walking.

9) Your surgical scars are likely stil somewhat red.  Taping them per our 
instruction will help it fade faster. 

10) Your next appointment is on ________________________.
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By now your feet are probably 90% fully recovered.  Both the ligaments 
and bones should be strong enough for you to return to normal walking 
safely. But stress fracture still can happen after four months, although very 
uncommon.  Thus it is important for you to refrain from sudden excessive 
walking and to know how to walk normally with your big toes.

1)  For safety and comfort, your shoe inserts should still be worn whenever 
possible for the next two months.

2) You should by now be able to feel your big toes more in walking from 
doing your exercises, but you need to still continue doing them for the 
next two months.

3)  If you want to return to some aerobic exercise, we recommend low-
impact type like swimming, cycling, rowing and another month later the 
cross trainer (elliptical machine).

4)  You may still need to continue taping your surgical scars for another few 
months to help them fade faster, especially for Asians.

5) Your forefoot may still feel somewhat bulky but it will gradually slim 
down in usually one year's time.

6)  In your next appointment on __________________, you will undergo
	 the	function	scan	test	of	your	feet	for	the	first	time	after	your	surgery.		

By doing your exercises diligently now, you will be able to impress 
yourself with a dramatic improvement from before.
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#8

Congratulations! This is truly a lifetime milestone for your feet.  From our past 
experience, we are proud to let you know that your new ligament should have 
fully consolidated already and it is now very safe for you to gradually return to 
any activity of your heart's desire as we promised you before.  It is our wish 
that you will make more usage of your renewed feet and enjoy a more active 
life for your better health. 

1) Although your feet are now considered safe to try most activities and 
shoes, but with moderation and only as tolerated at the beginning to help 
the transition easier. 

2) Some mild discomfort and swelling can be expected at the beginning in 
doing more demanding activities for long.

3) You are also allowed to wear increasingly higher heel shoes as desired and 
tolerated at any time. 

4)	If	you	did	not	pass	your	first	function	scan	test	after	surgery,	don’t	worry,	
More Dr. Wu's exercises will still help.  It does take practice and time to 
retrain your feet and to break their old compensatory walking habit.

5) Always check with us if you have any questions or concerns about your feet. 
For instance, any chance of deformity recurrence in the future?  Anything 
is possible, but fortunately we had hardly any cases of late recurrence after 
more than 1,500 feet.

6) Your next follow-up appointment is around your surgery anniversary and 
we will remind you in due course.

7) Our Center has an annual “Yes, We Can!” charity walk participated by our 
former patients and sponsored by Dr. Wu in support of various charity 
organizations in Hong Kong.  Hope you can make use of your renewed feet 
to raise money from Dr. Wu to help others in need.

If you have any problem at all, we would like to know and help.
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